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Introduction:
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Carbon Asset Management:

A global platform for carbon reporting, including:

- Group level carbon & water reporting
- Group level Corporate & Social Responsibility Reporting
- Supply chain reporting
- Reporting by brand
- Reporting by geographic location
- Reporting by asset type
- Compare and contrast asset energy usage
- Drive costs down by measuring and monitoring asset performance
- Target assets for energy/water reduction
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Energy Management:

A global platform for energy management:

- Potential for significant costs savings (6% to 30%)
- Tax incentives (ECA – 100%)
- Reduction in CO2 emissions
- Reduction in carbon taxation (CRC)
- Reduction in carbon taxation – future liability, potential

- Revenue Generation from Feed in Tariffs
- Revenue generation from Power Balancing
- Potential to access grant funding
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Did you know that motivated employees are 16 times more effective than demotivated employees?

- Reduced absenteeism
- Reduce time wasted dealing with related issues (poor performance)
- Reduce staff turnover

Managing motivation is a requirement for productivity:

- Increase effort - increase productivity
- Increase synergy - increase co-operation in the workplace
- Increase satisfaction - increase quality of work
- Increase team performance – reduce costs, improve profitability
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Process:

• Process Efficiency Tools focuses on:-

  • The identification and elimination of all forms of waste
  • Team Based Problem Solving
  • A structured approach, which includes the use of basic improvement tools
  • Leading to reductions in waste, potentially improved organisational performance
  • The identification of the strategists that need to be undertaken to motivate employees to perform at their best
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What people say:

“a great passion for renewable energy and sustainability and is inspirational in ensuring superlative results which emphasise professionalism and quality”.
  Director London Based Company

“wide variety of experience and expertise. both client and output focused and consistently delivers high quality service. I have been constantly impressed by your professionalism, your capacity to work and your passion”.
  Jeremy Moore (Director A&W College) – Director Field View Associates

“His presentation on creating goals and a vision was inspirational”.
  Robert Morrall - Innovation Manager, Cementafuture

“It was a pleasure to meet you, you are very inspiring”
  Eve West HR Manager Gordons Property Lawyers

“very thorough and detailed in all that he does yet always offers a wise and pragmatic solution to seemingly complicated problems”.
  Ed Hansom – Institution of Mechanical Engineers
What people say:

“Many thanks for an excellent talk: Motivation has taken on another dimension.” Anne - Rowan Group

“I found the talk both inspirational a clear lesson on how to keep my business on the straight and narrow. I feel well and truly motivated.” Raymond - Helix Design Ltd

“Thank you for the most interesting and stimulating presentation you gave, we learnt so much and will continue to work through the prompts you gave us. Time will reward us all even more as we put into action the points you made.” Gillian - Secretary of WLBN

“Just wanted to take a moment to say a big thank you to how you perform in your business as a motivator and coach. Tim, BNI Area Director, London North West
Summary:

The Efficiency Tool Box™

Provides:

Professional One Stop Shop for Corporate Solutions:

- National & International Carbon Accounting & Legislative Compliance
- Energy Management & solutions for cost reduction or revenue generation
- Training and Development to improve operational performance
- Consultancy Services for enhanced Returns on Investment and organizational efficiency improvements
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